2014 Program Committee
(with Division Section Chairs)

President: Barbara Schneider, Michigan State University
General Program Chair: Mark Berends, University of Notre Dame

Division A - Administration, Organization and Leadership
Chair: Elizabeth Murakami, University of Texas-San Antonio; Martin Scanlan, Marquette University
Section 1: Susan Faircloth, North Carolina State University
Section 2: Hans Klar, Clemson University
Section 3: Ann Allen, The Ohio State University
Section 4: Ty-Ron Douglas, University of Missouri-Columbia
Section 5: Scott Bauer, George Mason University

Division B - Curriculum Studies
Chairs: Pamela Konkol, Concordia University-Chicago; Lynn Fendler, Michigan State University
Section 1: Noah Sobe, Loyola University Chicago; Jennifer Milam, The University of Akron
Section 2: Susan Edgerton, Massachusetts College of Liberal Arts; Hannah Tavares, University of Hawaii-Manoa
Section 3: Denise Taliaferro Baszile, Miami University; Travis Wright, University of Wisconsin-Madison
Section 4: Jamie Lewis, Georgia Gwinnett College; Debbie Sonu, Hunter College-CUNY
Section 5: Vonzell Agosto, University of South Florida; Ricardo Rosa, University of Massachusetts-Dartmouth; Denis Carlato, Universidade Federal do Tocantins
Section 6: Dennis Carlson, Miami University-Oxford; Benjamin Devane, University of Florida

Division C - Learning and Instruction
Chair: Kimberly Lawless, University of Illinois-Chicago
Section 1a: Julie Coiro, University of Rhode Island; Jill Castek, Portland State University
Section 1b: Kelly Parkes, Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University; John Lee, North Carolina State University
Section 1c: Jon Star, Harvard University; Kristie Newton, Temple University
Section 1d: Brett Criswell, Georgia State University; Diana Jass Ketelhut, University of Maryland-College Park
Section 1e: Mitchell Nathan, University of Wisconsin – Madison; Benjamin Shapiro, Tufts University
Section 2a: Joe Magliano, Northern Illinois University
Section 2b: Helen Patrick, Purdue University; Avi Kaplan, Temple University
Section 3a: Melissa Gresalfi, Vanderbilt University; Daniel Dinsmore, University of North Florida
Section 3b: P.G. Schrader, University of Nevada-Las Vegas; Sharon Tettegah, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign

Division D - Measurement and Research Methodology
Chair: Dena Pastor, James Madison University
Section 1: Krista Mattern, The College Board; Thomas Proctor, The College Board
Section 2: Dena Pastor, James Madison University; Laine Bradshaw, University of Georgia-Athens
Section 3: Bradley Carpenter, The University of Louisville; Sue Winton, York University

Division E - Counseling and Human Development
Chair: Bryana French, University of Missouri; Becky Kochender-Ladd, Arizona State University-Temple
Section 1: Bryana French, University of Missouri

Division F - History and Historiography
Chair: Timothy Cain, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign

Division G - Social Context of Education
Chair: Kevin Carroll, University of Puerto Rico-Mayaguez; Richard Ruiz, The University of Arizona
Section 1: Kevin Roxas, University of Wyoming; Laura Roy, Pennsylvania State University
Section 2: Howard Smith, The University of Texas- San Antonio; Denise Ives, University of Massachusetts-Amherst
Section 3: Janelle Johnson, Metropolitan State University of Denver; Erika Bullock, Georgia State University
Section 4: Sarah Diem, University of Missouri; Curtis Brewer, Clemson University
Section 5: Mary Carol Combs, University of Arizona; Lucinda Soltero-Gonzalez, University of Colorado-Boulder

Division H - Research, Evaluation and Assessment in Schools
Chair: Rosanne Brown, Peel District School Board
Section 1: Teresa Duncan, IFIC International
Section 2: Brett Campbell, Clark County School District
Section 3: Zollie Stevenson Jr., Howard University
Section 4: Dale Whittington, Shaker Heights City School District

Division I - Education in the Professions
Chair: Eugene Anderson, American Dental Education Association

Division J - Postsecondary Education
Chair: Jaime Lester, George Mason University
Section 1: College Student Learning and Outcomes: Lucy LePeau, Indiana University-Bloomington; Sherry Watt, University of Iowa
Section 2: College Student Access: Lorelle Espinosa, Policy and Strategic Initiative; Rosa Cintron, University of Central Florida; Katherine Branch, University of Rhode Island
Section 3: Organization, Management, and Leadership: Vicente Lechuga, Texas A&M University; Jay Dee, University of Massachusetts-Boston
Section 4: Faculty, Curriculum, and Teaching: Jeni Hart, University of Missouri-Columbia; Rebecca Cox, Simon Fraser University
Section 5: Policy, Finance, and Economics: Jennifer Delaney, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign; Christopher Mullin, American Association of Community Colleges
Section 6: Society, Culture, and Change: Rebecca Ropers-Huilman, University of Minnesota; Jonathan Wood, San Diego State University

Division K - Teaching and Teacher Education
Chair: Kimberly A. White-Smith, Chapman University; Roxanne Miller, Chapman University
Section 1: Janice Anderson, University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill; Cindy Jong, University of Kentucky
Section 2: Jung Kim, Lewis University; Darlene Russell, William Paterson University
Section 3: Suzanne Carothers, New York University; Darrell Hucks, Keene State College; Kenneth James Fasching-Varner, Louisiana State University
Section 4: Lisa (Leigh) Patel, Boston College; Darrell Hucks, Keene State College
Section 5: Detra Price-Dennis, The University of Texas-Austin; Audra Slocum, West Virginia University
Section 6: Woon Chia Liu, National Institute of Education-Nanyang Technological University; Angela Foong Lin Wong, National Institute of Education-Nanyang Technological University;
Section 7: Ramon Martinez, The University of Texas-Austin; Jody Polleck, Hunter College-CUNY
Section 8: Jane Neapolitan, Towson University; Alison Rutter, Eastern Michigan University
Section 9: Beatrice Fennimore, Indiana University of Pennsylvania; Crystal Machado, Indiana University of Pennsylvania
Section 10: David Kirkland, New York University/Michigan State University

Division L - Educational Policy and Politics
Chair: Jason Grissom, Vanderbilt University
Section 1: Lance Fusarelli, North Carolina State University
Section 2: Genevieve Siegel-Hawley, Virginia Commonwealth University
Section 3: Matthew Ronfeldt, University of Michigan
Section 4: Cassandra Guarino, Indiana University

Section 5: Jose Felipe Martinez, University of California- Los Angeles
Section 6: Motoko Akiba, Florida State University
Section 7: Daphna Bassok, University of Virginia

Graduate Student Council
Marisa Anne del Campo, University of Connecticut

Committee on Scholars and Advocates for Gender Equity in Education
Susan Twombly, University of Kansas

Committee on Scholars of Color in Education
Jerlando Jackson, University of Wisconsin-Madison

International Relations Committee
Rodney K. Hopson, Duquesne University

Special Interest Group (SIG) Representatives
Kathleen M. T Collins, University of Arkansas
Carol Huang, City University of New York
Eve Tuck, SUNY- College at New Paltz

Social Justice Action Committee
Estela Bensimon, University of Southern California

Annual Meeting Policies and Procedures Committee
David Flinders, Indiana University

Executive Director
Felice J. Levine, American Educational Research Association

Submitters, Reviewers, and Program Chairs
AERA wishes to extend appreciation to all submitters, reviewers, division program/section chairs, and SIG chairs/program chairs for making the 2014 Annual Meeting a success. Without the hard work, support, and dedication from each of these individuals, which comprise the backbone of the AERA Annual Meeting, participants and attendees would not be able to benefit from the quality of the presentations and richness of the interaction.

A complete listing of the 2014 Program Committee (with division section chairs) is provided above. A listing of SIG chairs and program chairs may be found on the AERA Annual Meeting website.

A special thank you to all the reviewers who served on expert peer review panels and contributed importantly to the work of authors and the culmination of a vibrant meeting. A complete listing of all reviewers is available on the AERA Annual Meeting website.

Did You Get the App?
Once again, AERA is providing Annual Meeting attendees an app containing the entire program schedule in searchable format. The 2014 Annual Meeting Program mobile app is called “AERA 2014” and works on the iPhone, iPad, iPod Touch, Android, and BlackBerry devices. To get the app, search for AERA 2014 in your device’s App Store.

To access the app on another web-enabled phone or on a personal computer, go to http://m.core-apps.com/aera2014.

Join the conversation:
Use the AERA Conference hashtag #AERA14.
Follow us on Twitter at @AERA_EdResearch and @AERA14.